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Q4.(What(do(you(think(is(important(in(terms(of(preserving(or(enhancing(the(natural(beauty,(amenity,(heritage(and(landscape(
assets(of(Goodrich,(Welsh(Bicknor(&(Symonds(Yat(East?!Other((please(specify)(
As long as hedges that are moved, are replaced by others. 
Encourage alternative energy & explore future options 
Enhance river banks. 

Finding means to deal with increasing litter - bins? Signs? Litter picking? 
Hedgerows are definitely important but putting new ones in to replace/reroute old ones acceptable. 
High hedges obscuring skyline / views & restricting light & plantation. 
High hedges obscuring skyline/light restriction/views/plantation restriction. 

In the future a monument, a new development, an architectural development or wind turbines might be seen on the skyline. Preserve the River Wye and its environs. 
Increasing the number of hedgerows to enhance wildlife, particularly that of niche & endangered species. 
Keep the footpath open 
Keeping tourism alive in the area is vital. Ruin the landscape and tourists will go elsewhere. 
Keeping tourism alive in the area is vital. Ruin the landscape and tourists would go elsewhere. 
Preserve biodiversity of river eco-system. 
Preserve footpaths. 
Preserve the boundaries - "or replace old hedges". 
See attached comments (scanned Ref 5003).  
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The skyline depends upon where the viewer stands. 
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Q5.(Which(of(the(following(are(important(to(you(from(a(conservation(viewpoint?(Other((please(specify)!
All the parish should be subject to the highest level of conservation to reflect its location in the AONB 
Area known as 'Church Field' should be kept as an open space, for the benefit of the village. 
Church and it's surrounding area 
Church field (ticked 'very important') 
Church pitch 
Courtfield estate conserves an area of stability in changing village 
Deanswift Green area, lovely place for the children to play safely and watched. 
Field beside church formerly protected as an 'Open Space' should continue to be maintained as such, for the benefit of the village. 
Forestry areas 
Frogmore meadow a the Forge, CSSI nature reserve opposite vicarage on Church Pitch. 
Maintaining a green countryside atmosphere within the village. 
Not sure the woods around the castle are as important as the castle. The castle would look better if the trees were lower. 
Note hope Coppett Hill includes houses on hill & this is conserved (built environment e.g. walls/lanes/parking for example). Needs to be a "conservation area" in its 
own right. 
Particularly the fields adjacent to the church. 
Pool Ellocks orchard. 
Pool Ellocus Orchard - A HWT Nature Reserve cared for by the Goodmen Community Orchard Group. 
Preserve Church Meadow (field). 
Preserve Church Meadow/field as green space preferably. If housing development goes ahead then limit number of dwellings to single storey. 
Protection of area surrounding the church and churchyard. 
Protection of the open area around the church and churchyard. 
The Courtfied Estate - No including Bivia Meadow 
The Moors meadow is a wasted space - this should be developed to provide housing & parking. 
The old buildings which identify the old core of the village and the area immediately adjacent to the church. 
They all act together to enhance the area. 

!
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Q6.(How(important(is(it(for(us(to(ensure(that(our(Parish(thrives(as(an(environmentally(friendly(place(in(which(to(live,(work(and(
play(over(the(next(15(years(and(beyond?(Other((please(specify) 
A. Solar power OK, other forms NO  B. Wind power NOT acceptable in the AONB 
Although we agree with renewable energy we wouldn't like to see a field full of solar panels. 
Chase council to improve/repair minor roads locally 
Community meeting places 
Cycle routes to allow car free commuting and general amenity. 
Developing tourism in the area. 
Do not want wind turbines - a blot on the landscape and extremely noisy.  More solar panels on properties would be beneficial but, obviously these cost. 
Do not want wind turbines due to noise + danger to birds etc. 
Encourage young people to live in the parish by building diverse energy efficient properties amongst large properties & therefore allowing growth & social 
integration - rather than large building developments in one area/site. Goodrich is an ageing non-diverse village that only attracts semi/retired into its parish. 
Energy produced locally wouldn't be consumed locally? 
Environmentally friendly - do we want fields of solar power or fields of wind turbines for local renewable energy!  What about linking our parish to Ross & Monmouth 
with cycle paths - not for leisure but for faster access. 
Footpath from Symonds Yat East to village would attract visitors to village + Goodrich Castle and safeguard walkers (B4229) - it's a very dangerous road to walk 
along with no alternative route. 
Footpaths linking parts of village not accessible for pushchairs, too many stiles not enough foot gates.  Solar farms could be an option but only if the land could still 
be grazed - I'm not sure if this is viable or not. 
How old is 'younger'? 
I only moved on 10th March 2017 but i think it's vitally important to cater for all ages to consolidate a healthy work/life balance for all; the village of Goodrich holds 
an excellent atmosphere presently. 
I would imagine housing is too expensive for younger people. 
It is incredibly important that we all become more environmentally friendly. 
Local renewable energy should not be encouraged at a visual amenity cost - insensitive solar panels and wind energy schemes, for example could easily blight 
what is currently a quite attractive village. 
Most of the footpaths we use are well enough maintained. In fact, we prefer a light touch intervention, especially in Coppett Hill area. 
No road marking at junction by Cross Keys pub. Pot holes on Goodrich Road at Cross keys pub  and on Marstow Road by Dean Swift Close. 
No turbines please. 
No wind farms.  No solar farms. 
No wind turbines. 
Nothing to disturb natural fauna & flora.   No fracking. 
Part 1 - Sun/water very important. Biomass not important.    Protect area from wind/turbine & biomass. 
Providing activity for the children of the parish a park. 
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Q6.(How(important(is(it(for(us(to(ensure(that(our(Parish(thrives(as(an(environmentally(friendly(place(in(which(to(live,(work(and(
play(over(the(next(15(years(and(beyond?(Other((please(specify) 
Public transport should be reviewed immediately.  Making safer footpaths for Goodrich village to Symonds Yat would highly improve safety. 
Q1 - Sun/water very important. Biomass not important.    Protect area from Turbines & Biomass. 
Solar panels blight the look of properties and the village.  Wind power can be noisy. 
Solar power good. 
Stop or reduce meat & dairy farming. Educate kids in primary school about this.  Increase renewables.   
Support local recreational activities in terms of planning and sharing facilities and environments. 
The footpaths need to be improved especially those between settlements.  There should also be a focus on developing cycle paths between the settlements and to 
connect to other networks. It should be possible to get to Ross or Monmouth by bike safely. 
There is a clear mismatch between developing any significant renewable energy sources and retaining the rural character of the area. 
Water Y Biomass X  Solar power should be encouraged and photoroltaic slate roofs should become required for new buildings as soon as they become affordable. 
We need to attrect more young people otherwise our village will become a museum. 
Where are these footpaths.  We would like to close the footpath across A40 as an essential part of SAFETY. 
Wind power would need to be on a hill, I would not like to look at that on Coppet Hill for ever? 
Wind turbines go to National Grid - NOT to power the local housing. 
Windmills  ridiculous to dismantle and are therefore abhorrent.  Where are the footpaths?  Footpaths across A40 are very dangerous. There are other safe 
crossings. 
Windmills are unsightly and require maintenance.  Families are attracted. Good primary school and this is a safe area. 

!
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Q7b(If(you(have(indicated(above(that(your(property(has(experienced(flooding(please(provide(any(further(details(you(think(are(
appropriate(below. 
After heavy rain water runs down Newmills Hill and can sometimes overflow into our garden. 
After heavy rain water runs down Newmills Hill and can sometimes overflow into our garden. Putting in a small kerb on the drive has helped. 
Blocked drain 
Blocked drains by Nut Shell.  Blocked drains on car park Dean Swift. 
Camber change and drains installed. No problem since. 
Drainage ditch running alongside boundary constantly blocked during heavy rainfall with silt from fields adjoining lane. Late husband kept it clear for many, many 
years. I have spent money to have it cleared - no longer able to afford to do so. 
Drainage system for the turning to Deanswift Close. 
Drains in road cannot cope with heavy rain. Clogged with mud from field. Need to be flushed regularly not just in the middle of a flood. 
Drains keep filling up with rubbish. I have to keep it clear every week total seven drains. 
Excessive water from storms via farming land.� 
Field/road run-off - Alder trees are obstructing Garron Brook & will soon cause flooding upstream. They need to be completely removed (not just chopped which 
encourages further growth). 
Flash flooding. 
Flooding occurs in our basement after heavy continual rain. 
Flooding occurs in the basement after heavy rainfall. 
Front drive flooded due to blocked drains. 
Groundwater channelled away in ditches. 
Living on a hill it can't be helped however the drainage is causing disruption to our garden. 
Locals/council don't clean out the road drains enough. Our land does get affected by surface road run off. We walk up the road during storms to clear leaves from 
the grates but often they are full to over-flowing. 
Located adjacent to river. 
Minor excess rainwater running from drain/ditch on road onto access - did not affect property. 
N.B. Not in the 15 months we have lived here. We have not heard any anecdotal evidence to suggest any of the above have occurred. 
Not actual development but the threat of development at Church Field is a concern. 
Not as yet. Planning is in the pipeline. 
Not our property as such - but the road immediately outside. It floods frequently and causes a traffic hazard. 
Poor road surface allows water to collect and then run down drive. Surface of road needs to be correctly resurfaced. 
Raising level of the drains at the entrance to the property has solved the problem of flooding that occurred some 20 years ago. 
Recently developed extension to our neighbours - only just completed may affect the amount of rain water run off and impact on our property. 
Regular flooding of fields as part of annual cycle - entirely acceptable. Has been happening for thousands of years - does not affect any buildings. 
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Q7b(If(you(have(indicated(above(that(your(property(has(experienced(flooding(please(provide(any(further(details(you(think(are(
appropriate(below. 
River/stream overflow - Alder trees in the Garron do need cutting and killing  Field run-off - It is about time field run off above Marstow church to the A4137 was 
stopped. It muds up the road at Luke Brook.  Change of use - There is a dry ditch on our land which need maintenance. However if there is development on the far 
side of the A40 possibly <nutshell?> it will create chaos 
Road leading to Huntsham Bridge floods a lot. 
Road maintenance - outside my cottage is poorly maintained. 
Road run-off has nowhere else to go other than down tracks towards river - no drains/ditches evident on roadside. 
Shop Lane has not been resurfaced for many years. Drains always blocked. 
Shop Lane surface is being worn away by water streaming down from Knapp Lane. 
Storm drains congested & blocked. Not allowing surface water to drain away. 
The camber of the road and lack of drain clearing causes water to cascade down the hill via our own driveway. 
The council doesn't empty the road drains - they get clogged with leaves, the drains block and my field gets flooded, over the winter months in particular 
The drains on the corner of Dean Swift Close keeps flooding when it rains. 
The property has not suffered from flooding but the road outside is constantly flooded caused by poor drain maintenance. The problem is caused by heavy vehicles 
eroding the verge turning it to mud and therefore blocking the drains. 
The road through Goodrich village up hill towards Triangle + Coppett Hill serious drain + ditch problems causing flooding. Not acceptable + not maintained enough. 
We bought the house knowing it has the potential to be flooded by the river. It's not a problem. 
We cleared the blocked drain pipe. Only happened once. 
We had a very serious flood about 15 years ago when a flash storm poured under our front door and badly flooded the kitchen below. We live in regular worry about 
a repetition because of inadequate drains and maintenance aggravated (we think) by nearby farm fields no longer absorbing water as they used to. 
Why is this question being asked? 
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